
Have fun and learn a lot with our kits and labs.

ectronics Learning Lab is a great place to begin
s new lab is a complete introduction to analog and digital electronics, suitable for age 10 toadult offered at a
)er-value price. Topics are presented in an increasing order of complexity, beginning with basic circuits using
itches, a relay and a buzzer. Builders then advance to circuits using transistors, diodes and 15 integrated circuits.
-rile the lab has serious educational value, it also provides many hours of fun and entertainment. Students of all
es will enjoy building projects that reward with warbles, sirens, flashing lights, even circuits that make decisions.

Irides spring -coil connectors and breadboard for quick no -solder hookups. Documentation was written by best -
ling author and science writer Forrest M. Mims DEL Requires 9V and 6 "AA" batteries.

-280 59.99

EW Electronic Sensors Lab lets you build
'ore than 80 fun and educational projects
eate sounds, flash lights and activate alarms using sensors. Bar graph with 10 LEDs indicates changes in
3gnetism, light, pressure and touch. Projects are built on a breadboard-no soldering required. Custom designed
 RadioShack by best-selling author and science writer Forrest M. Mims III. Requires 9V battery. Age 10 and up.

)t shown.) 28-278 49.99
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NEW Find and identify constellations,
stars and even planets -in just seconds!
In 3 quick steps, Star Navigator automatically points you to any of 43
constellations plus all the brightest stars and even Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn. And it quickly identifies constellations and bright stars you discover

your own! Input your location information only once-then just turn and point to find objects. Includes 16
)Iorfully labeled, backlit star charts and book explaining basic astronomy. Requires 3 "AAA" batteries.
8-269 49.99

The fun way to listen -on a radio you built!

Shown
assembled

>M/FM radio kit
ollow step-by-step directions to
lake an AM/FM radio that plays
hrough the included speaker.
:hange from AM to FM with a
witch. Great for beginners age 8 to
duffs. Requires 4 "AA" batteries.
!8-179 12.99

Shown
assembled

AM + worldwide
shortwave radio kit
Hear programs from distant
shortwave stations or nearby AM
stations on the included speaker.
Coil -spring hookup simplifies
construction-no soldering needed.
Requires 4 "AA" batteries. Age 8
and up. 28-183 12.99

Crystal radio kit
Tune in nearby AM stations. No
batteries or AC ever needed-a
crystal diode converts radio energy
into sound. Includes earphone and
instruction book that explains basics
of radio. Age 8 and up.
28-178 9 99

Robotix® Kits

MS111
Swipe for project kits

( X080TIX

4:7
21/2 -foot -high radio

control robot follows
your commands.

(Shown assembled.)

Robotix® kit-M.A.X.
Mechanized Android Xplorer
A multifunction wireless remote puts you in command of a
versatile mobile robot powered by 3 independent motors.
Explore the world of modern robotics and create your own
robot innovation. You can change M.A.X.'s design to
overcome obstacles, and build the movable X-0 Launch
pad. Kit includes over 200 parts, preassembled electronics
and robot receiver, remote, plug-in wiring, illustrated

ideas and goals. Assembled robot is
30x812x26`C Requires 9V and 4 "C" batteries.
28-290 99.99

3 -in -1 Robotix5 discovery kit

NEW Build 3 different sound -
activated robots that walk, ride a
bike or even dump your garbage
Build and play with a robot that responds to sound-just
clap your hands to set it into motion! 3 different ways to
assemble and reassemble-walking, biking or dumping
garbage. Based on real robotics engineering principles. 184
interchangeable parts, high-speed motor and exclusive
built-in sound sensor. Requires 5 "M" batteries.
28-285 39.99


